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CASE STUDY



Current advisor/broker relationship – 10 plus years

Lack of attention – last meeting with participants was over 2
years ago.

Lack of attention part II – last plan review was over
4 years ago.

Plan had never been shopped out or re-priced.

No investment review = no fund changes, additions or
subtractions.

Eligible employees neglected - 2 were not enrolled when
eligible.

Trustee expressed satisfaction with record keeper (website,
support and service).

Dental Office of 12 people.

Referred by their accountant.

Situation Facts and Current Info
Prior to the Referral
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Review of current plan and features was performed. Based on
benchmarking, fees were roughly 20-30% above market for
record keeping and advisor fee, 8 of the 32 funds scored below
an acceptable level and no Roth option was available.

Clear Path solicited proposals from multiple record keepers
and was able to re-negotiate a lower fee with their current
provider. Clear Path also reduced their advisory fee to align
with current asset values and market benchmarks. As the plan
assets grew, both the record keeping fees along with the
advisory fees were inflated as they were never adjusted
downward. Failure to benchmark fees and funds resulted in
bloated fees and stagnant low scoring funds.

Funds: The 8 underperforming funds were replaced with
similar style funds that were scoring in the upper quartile. The
target date funds were replaced by a non proprietary solution
and new funds were added to offer environmental social
governance funds and several sector funds.

Fiduciary: Documentation was nonexistent. Clear Path
established a digital vault for securing all plan documents,
reports, meeting notes and more. 42 files were stored in the
first year.

Education: Clear Path hosted enrollment and education group
meetings plus individual sessions. Result: 100% plan
participation and 75% increased their deferral rates.

More than 50 % of the employees changed to a Roth 401(k) as
it proved a better-suited investment strategy.

The meetings produced greater understanding of market
history, asset allocation and taking personal responsibility for
their financial independence.

When the Plan Moved
to Clear Path Advisory
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The plan sponsor benefited from better communication, systems and
overall attention. The benefit and company match was not fully
appreciated, was not communicated well and not supported so all of these
elements improved.

The participants were given time and attention, better fund options and an
additional method of deferment. They came to better understand the value
of the benefit, how it could help them and why to be an active participant.

The plan had increased participation, increased percentages and improved
solutions. This will allow participants to get closer to creating financial
independence. The owner was happy to play an integral role in helping his
employees financially prepare for their future.

Lower fees, higher scoring funds, hands on support, improved
documentation, educational sessions and paying attention - led to an
overall better result by moving to Clear Path Advisory.

Observation
For more information, contact us today:

Linda Tarnalicki, CPFA
Retirement Plan Support Specialist

linda@clearpathadvisory.com

Michael Steinhardt, CLU, ChFC, AIF, CPFA, C(k)P©
michael@clearpathadvisory.com

1777 Reisterstown Road Suite 285
Pikesville, MD 21208

Phone: (410) 486-5242
Fax: (410) 486-5243

www.clearpathadvisory.com
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